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National weather
Forecast for Wednesday, May 31, 2017

NATIONAL SUMMARY: Showers and thunderstorms will affect a large 
part of the Eastern and Southern states today. Some of the storms can be 
briefly severe, especially during the afternoon and evening. Storms will dot 
the Rockies, Sierra Nevada and Cascades. Much of the Southwest, Florida 
Peninsula and northern Plains will be free of rain.
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Bands separate high temperature zones for the day.

Five-Day Forecast For Warren County

Almanac Today’s Sunrise: 5:44 a.m. Sunset: 8:43 p.m.

Today
P.M. T-storms

High/Low
67/48

Chance of Precip.
80%

Thursday
Partly Cloudy

High/Low
65/50

Chance of Precip.
10%

Friday
P.M. T-storms

High/Low
70/57

Chance of Precip.
60%

Saturday
Showers

High/Low
70/54

Chance of Precip.
60%

Sunday
Scattered T-storms

High/Low
67/54

Chance of Precip.
70%

Tuesday’s Kinzua Dam Report
Pool level 1,329.29 ft.
Summer pool 1,328 ft.
Maximum pool 1,365 ft.
Upstream temp 61 degrees
Downstream temp 58 degrees
Outflow 3,400 cu. ft./sec.

For new report, call 726-0164
Note: The Tailwater Access area is closed to ve-

hicles when outflow from the dam is more than
6,000 cubic feet per second.

Monday’s Weather
Statistics

(Provided by Warren Fire Department
and U.S. Army Corps of Engineers)

Precipitation 0.06
High 76
Low 56

Allegheny River Level
4.05 feet and falling at 8 a.m.
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Crary...
treasures, and her process in

committing them to a piece of art-
work is as “rhythmic, persistent,
and vulnerable” as is nature itself.
“The larger the drawing,” said

Kapp, “the more opportunity there
is to experience the drawing from a
distance and then, with closer
scrutiny, the detail.” The process
of taking an image from a sketch to
a finished piece “often leads us fur-
ther than we imagined,” Kapp said.
The process takes about four to

six weeks of crosshatching and
layering. “I experience a kind of
addiction to the marking,” said
Kapp. “The creation of the art is a
metaphor for nature’s process and
in nature, I find a metaphor for

parts of life. Working or playing
with organic subjects, the gestural
line and the layering of color is the
place I would like to be. It’s in my
nature to be comfortable there.”
Samila Sosic’s work is equally

organic in nature.
“Observation and documenta-

tion of hummingbird flying pat-
terns” is what inspired the pieces
being exhibited by Sosic. In partic-
ular, “a fascination of non-verbal
communication between flying
partners” is the force behind the
collection, which features large,
bright abstract paintings on canvas.
“My intention was to embrace

and present their graceful moves
and striking beauty through ele-

ments of color, texture and move-
ments,” Sosic explains in her
artist’s statement. “By using
braketing photo references and
transferring them into paintings,
the hummingbirds started to per-
form their dances on my canvas-
es.”
But rather than directly tell

viewers what she was seeing and
recreating, Sosic said that she “left
the curiosity of the viewer’s eyes
to create their own patterns and
find the personal dance in each of
my “BIRDS,’” which is the title of
her show.
Visit www.craryartgallery.org

for more information and show
schedules.

Photo submitted to Times Observer

Samila Sosic’s work features abstract images inspired
by hummingbirds.


